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Monthly Musings
By Sarah Hanna, CEO

Expect the Unexpected
Recently, I was speaking at a conference in
Charleston, SC. I was the second to last speaker of
the event. As I listened to the speakers throughout
the two days, I realized that each one hit upon
certain topics that were in my slide deck. As the last
person before me ended her session, I knew I was in
trouble. She had closed the loop and the dye was
cast. All my slides had been covered except for five.
With that realization, I began to feel the fear and
anxiety close in. What was I going to talk about? The
attendees had just listened to four amazing speakers
and if I did my presentation as is, I would just sound
like a parrot, repeating those who came before me.
Let’s also just highlight, that this was a group and a
segment of the healthcare industry that I had never
spoken to before and I had no track record. I had
one hour to figure it out. What can I do to change
the narrative of my slides? How can I bring
something new to what has already been said? How
can I survive this presentation and not blow the
opportunity?
As I sat during lunch racking my brain, I tried my best
not to let the fear and nerves take a front seat. By the
time lunch was over and I was being introduced I had
a game plan. At the end of the day, all I could do was
go up in front of the crowd, be honest, authentic, and
vulnerable.
As I began, I was open with the crowd. I told them the
truth. I then took a leap of faith and put myself out
there. I relied on my knowledge, personality, career,
and life experiences to illustrate a new perspective to
what had been covered.
Do you know what happened? First, I didn’t die on
the stage (to live another day, that’s always a good
thing.)

Second, I ended up giving one of the best
presentations of my career. I got into a zone, leaned
in, and it paid off.
Why am I telling you this story? Because I want to
share with you that even though I have been in
business and public speaking for decades, have faced
many challenges and failures, all the best-laid plans
can still blow up at a moment’s notice. No matter how
many times, it happens it will happen again. Growing
and learning from those previous challenging
experiences lay the groundwork so that your actions
become second nature. Our history has equipped us
to handle the obstacles, mitigate further
deterioration, see the opportunities from the trials
presented and given us the fortitude to take the
actions necessary to move forward.
By not freezing and becoming paralyzed with fear, I
was able to think clearly to maneuver my way out of
it. It ended up being a better presentation than what I
had written and rehearsed.
So, what’s the moral of the story? Never let fear guide
you by closing your mind to the opportunity that
obstacles can offer. Lean in and you might be
surprised with the nugget of gold you produce.
Till next time…
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Team Member Spotlight
ECS North is excited to introduce you to an essential
part of the team, Macie Harvey. She has been with
ECS North since May 14th, 2018. Macie joined the
ECS North team as a Medical Documentation
Assistant. Macie adapts well to change, allowing the
executive staff to assign her to special projects when
necessary. Her responsibilities include coordinating
and tracking medical documentation for our clients.
She maintains a positive rapport with our clients’
referrals and a successful relationship with our client
base. Macie graduated from Tiffin University with a
bachelor’s degree in Criminal Justice/ Law
enforcement but found a passion in healthcare.
Living by the ocean allows Macie and her family to
enjoy the beach in their free time. She stays busy
with her one-year-old son Liam and is expecting
another baby boy, Harrison the end of this month.
She enjoys sharing her hobbies like crafting and
shopping with her family and friends. Being a new
mother, brings new traditions with her eldest son
and continue family traditions such as baking
Christmas cookies alongside their father and their
dog Smokey, a Terrier/husky mix.

Macie said that her favorite part about working with
ECS is feeling valued. She has gained so much
knowledge and feels it's appreciated and noticed
consistently. As we all do, we search for inspiration in
different places. When Macie was asked what
inspires her, she said, "Honestly, I find most of my
inspiration on the internet." A quote that Macie uses
to describe how she feels about working at ECS
North is, “The greatest asset of a company is its
people.” She elaborated by saying, “I say this because
if I ever need anything or have questions and
concerns, someone always has my back and is not
afraid to help. I also feel that Sarah and the staff
make everyone feel important and show her
appreciation, unlike anyone I have ever worked for.”

Macie Harvey

Intake/Documentation Assistant
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#WeAreHiring
Tiffin University Job Fair 2022, Emily Lutz-Executive
Assistant at ECS North and Jade Wagner-ECS Senior
Acct Manager shared the ECS North vision and the
opportunities available for the students on campus.
Thank you both for your hard work putting this
together!

info@ecsbillingnorth.com
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CDC-COVID 19 Tool
Stay on Top of the #'s
The CDC has a new tool available to help
communities decide what prevention steps to take
based on the latest data. Take precautions to protect
yourself and others from COVID-19 based on the
COVID-19 Community Level in your area.

CDC.GOV
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Tips from the Team
A provider’s biggest fear is repeating past mistakes
because there is just no time. Asking themselves "In
what area can I focus on in the revenue cycle that
would assist in collecting ALL the revenue versus
continuously writing off balances due that can be
collected?"
To achieve success there needs to be a root cause
analysis. To get started, it’s always best to look at the
top denials of the organization and the ownership of
the denial. Confirming not only the group who owns
the denial but what part of the process is
contributing to the denial and then finally what
process changes can be implemented to prevent
future denials. The key to success is continued
trending and monitoring to ensure denials are
minimized.
For example:
CO50 tends to be on the list of your most common
denials and is holding revenue, find out why.
Common scenario’s that may be culprits in this
category.
• Portable oxygen was dispensed, but test was taken
during sleep
• A diagnosis code-driven item such as nebulizer,
billed without a qualifying diagnosis
• A claim selected for prepayment audit, but failed
Solutions:
• Reviewing your intake team protocols for properly
qualifying patients.
• If the patients do qualify, are they inputting the
qualifying information in your software?
• The front-end billers should be monitoring for these
types of data entry errors prior to the claim
submission.
• Are there solid processes for gathering
documentation and responding to audits?

Other payers/contractors CO109 - Claim/service not
covered by this payer/contractor &
CO22 – May be covered by another payer per
coordination of benefits.
Scenario’s that may be contributing.
• Patient’s payer is primary compared to the
insurance billed
• A claim was submitted to a secondary insurance
without the primary EOB
• The patient was enrolled in an HMO
Solutions:
• Is the staff checking eligibility enough?
• Is the staff going beyond verifying the patient is
eligible to make determination?
• Compare the address Medicare lists to what is listed
in your software
• Is the staff maximizing rental months in a SNF
situation?
Dedicate the time to improve and collaborate with
your team to prevent future denials. This will
springboard you to collecting your well-deserved
revenue that was missed in the past.

Abbey Luzader
Senior Account Manager
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Industry Education
NCART Industry Webinar is being held
on May 5 @ 4:00 PM ET.
Click the button below to register and stay informed
about matters that impact CRT access!

LCD Revisions Summary for March 10, 2022

register for May Webinar

Below are the principal changes to the DME MAC
Local Coverage Determinations (LCDs) that have
been revised and posted. The policies included are
Enteral Nutrition and Parenteral Nutrition. Please
review the entire LCDs and related Policy Articles
(PAs) for complete information.

Additional Power Mobility Devices (PMDs)
to Be Included in Prior Authorization

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services Center for Medicare and
Medicaid Innovation

Special Open Door Forum:
Open Payments: Understanding Your Role as a
Covered Recipient
Wednesday March 30, 2022
1:00pm – 2:30pm Eastern Time
Conference Call Only

Knee Orthoses and Lumbar Sacral Orthoses
(LSOs) to Be Included in Prior Authorization

Open Payments Events | CMS
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Upcoming Events 2022
April 4-6:
April 20-21:
April 22-23:
April 26-28:

Medtrade West, AZ
Great Lakes, IN
PAMs, PA
MAMES, IA

May 17: HOMES, NH
June 13-15: VGM Heartland, IA
September 19: NEMEP Annual Conference, NY
September 18-20: HME News Business Summit, TN
September 21: Washington Legislative Conference-Virtual
October 24-26: Medtrade East, GA
November 1-2: OAMES, OH

Join Your Medicare Contractors at Medtrade West!
Stop by Booth 1129 to see your Medicare contractors

www.ecsbillingnorth.com

